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1. Introduction 
A function of the human olfactory mechanism is 
well defined up to the level of the piriform cortex, 
but very little is known about the neocortical 
projections. In particular, there may be the field that 
said sense of smell and taste was started to a study. 
It has been argued about cerebral laterality of a 
person with psychology since old times whether the 
right and left function includes a difference [1-3]. 
Recently, The study that used fMRI and PET starts 
[4-6].  
We examined right and left difference in sense of 
smell function using 122 channels whole-head type 
MEG which has excellent time resolution ability. 
We predicted that a difference produced it in latency 
in a pleasant smell and an unpleasant smell. 
Therefore, using two kinds of odors different at all, 
we executed oddball paradigm, and compared 
latency at having recognized a smell as his own with 
cerebral hemisphere of right and left. 

2. Methods 
2.1 Olfactory stimulator 
Odor stimulation was done using the device which 
we developed originally. By making bubbles the as 
an origin of four kinds of liquid smells using 
odorless air, this device can generate a single or 
mixing stimulating using these odor gases. These 
smells were changed to pulse odor by air operated 
valve by blast method, and they were given into 
nasal cavity of one side of a person directly, and the 
evoked brain magnetic waves were observed.  We 
selected two kind of contrastive odors, i.e. 1% amyl 
acetate (banana like odor) as a sweet odor and 1% 
Iso valeric acid (sweaty odor) as the hated odor for 
stimulation. 

2.2 Mask 
These odors of two kinds exhibited to either left or 
right nasal cavity through canula of a thin teflon 

tube in mask. This cannula was a inserted till 10 
millimeter in the depth into nasal cavity, and till 
milliseconds, It was sprayed for only 300 
milliseconds on a pulsed odor toward the olfactory 
epithelium. Rise time of this odorant pulse is less 
than 25 millseconds.  A mask covered with a mouth 
and a nose was always ventilated with fresh air, and 
odor gases exhibited was collected in this mask, and 
it was absorbed all. Therefore there is no odor gases 
the inside of MSR completely polluted with 
stimulating at all. 
 
Photo 1: Blast type olfactory stimulator 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2: 122 MEG sensor and Magnetically shield 
room 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Figure 1: An example of cognitive responses found 
by oddball paradigm. 

3 Olfactory odd-ball paradigm 
Generally, odd ball paradigm is a response to be 
found when only one target was paid attention for 
exhibited different paradigm more than two. 
We tested it using a quite different of two  kinds 
odor. Two kind of odorant gases were used subject 
was stimulated using a fixed odor gas at the much 
frequently (frequent) and otherwise another gas rare 
rate (rare). These were exhibited at one side nasal 
cavity. All odors were delivered with constant gas 
flow (8 liter/min) in temperature controlled room 
(25±1 °C) all the year. We used the probability of 
rare rate with 25 % odorant gas and about 20-30 sec 
as interstimulus interval in this experiment. These 
measurements were done Individually for an 
exchanged nasal cavity which was stimulated and 
for an exchanged odor which was given frequently 
or rarely. The responses by frequent stimulation and 
rare stimulation were average separately every each 
stimulation, respectively. Three healthy volunteer 
subjects were participated in our experiments (all 
men of 20-26 years and all right-handed). To except 
artifact by a blink in an experiment by a subject, 
they watched a maker point forward at the time of 
aspiration.  
 

Figure 2: When two kind odors (amyl acetate and iso 
valeric acid) were given to the right nasal cavity of 
a subject, dipole which rare stimulation of amyl 
acetate shows (subject: MH). 
 
White noise sound (60-70 dB SPL) applied to both 
ears was used to mask the acoustic noise. Brain 
magnetic signal was averaged 30-40 times in case of 
rare stimulation across a sessions. We analyzed it 
about latency that it was more lately than except 
trigeminal stimulation response and primary odor 
response from a result of addition. The dipole was 
estimated it every cerebral hemisphere of right and 
left and, we compared and examined latency of the 
dipole which became stable condition.  

4. Results 
By oddball paradigm, we detected brain magnetic 
responses of slow latency provided by odor 
stimulation to one side nasal cavity. The following 
result was got from the analysis data. These results 
settled three subjects who completed all sessions

 



 
Figure 3: Difference between right and left response In hemisphere rare stimulation of amyl acetate to nasal 
cavity. 
 

  
Figure 4: Difference between right and left response In hemisphere  stimulation of  iso valeric acid to nasal 
cavity. 

 
1) When amyl acetate was given to the left nasal 

cavity of a subject by rare stimulation, a 
dominant difference was found for the laterality 
on the cerebral latency of right or left 
hemisphere. 

2) However, a large difference is found for cerebral 
laterality of right and left hemisphere when it 
was given to the right nasal cavity by rare 
stimulation. As a result, It was shown about 90 
ms faster more than  the right hemisphere. 

3) A dominant difference was found for latency in 
rare stimulation of the left nasal cavity by iso 
valeric acid same as amyl acetate. 

4) On the other hand, in rare stimulation of the 
right nasal cavity in case of iso valeric acid, a 
large difference was found for latency in case of 
the same as amyl acetate. In this case as for the 
difference, right response was about  
120 milliseconds faster than left. 
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Furthermore, the latency of iso valeric acid was 
shorter than amyl acetate, and it is interesting that 
there is a difference of about 100milliseconds. After 
all, Difference didn't occur on the latency when an 
odor was given to the left nasal cavity in oddball 
paradigm and the fragrant nature was related. But, as 
a result a difference occurred on latency when 
stimulated to the right nasal cavity and the latency of 
bad odor was shorter less than a sweet odor. We 
checked out that there were no trigeminal responses 
from a result of brain magnetic peaks to be found in 
a hemisphere of right and left notable as three 
subjects. And analyzed a maximum peak as a 
response of the recognition to be found in 400-700 
milliseconds different from the primary olfactory 
response. 
Therefore, two dipoles were estimated both right 
and left hemispheres, and they were examined for 
latency of GOF more than 70 % and for ECD 
(Equivalent electric Current Dipole) which 
demanded CV (Confidence Volume) 400mm3 by 
following at the threshold of a standard. 
A mean value and standard deviation of cognitive 
responses of right and left hemisphere provided 
from three subjects were shown by figure 2. 
Cognitive responses were detected in measurement 
time of front and back-500ms to +1000 milliseconds 
from a trigger at giving odor stimulation, and, in 
whether each hemisphere of right or left, they were 
detected as the responses of the broad peak in 
latency +450-+600 milliseconds. 

5. Discussion 
In our blast method, trigeminal responses had been 
worried about Including in the data. 
In control experiment, it was stimulated by the same 
pressure as odor stimulation using odorless air, 
however, the response of niose wasn't found. A 
trigeminal response by odor stimulation wasn’t 
appeared by usual pressure. 
Sometimes, a small peak may be found with a 
sensitive subject to smell. But, we didn't find the 
noise of trigeminal responses in all subjects in this 
case. We gave more higher pressure than usual time 
to an insensitive subject for a smell and stimulated 
him. In such a case, the amplitude considered as  
trigeminal response was found more greatly In odor 
response. 
Other one worry is a problem of nasal cycle. 
We may experience it smartly, too. It is that good 
subject sensitivity falls suddenly, and that 
experiment data of that day were spoiled . Existence 
of nasal cycle of nose breathing attracts attention of 
one of these causes. Then electroencephalograph is 

used, connection with dominancy of cerebral 
hemisphere is examined [6-8]. We have refering to 
such result in future and will improve precision of 
latency using MEG.  
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